
Putting On Socks In The Dark

An unusually self-contained eighth grader enrolled into one of my morning classes, a 
young man named Enyeto, frequently employed an intriguing expression.  If, at times, he felt 
that a person’s request of him was not up to par?  Avoiding an immediate compliance, he would 
grumble to himself how wrong-headed it was.  He would mutter, almost inaudibly, that it was 
simply stupid; as illogically stupid?

As putting on socks in the dark.
	
 One day I had the chance, so I asked him to elaborate.  Shyly avoiding eye contact, he 
offered up an explanation: “People who put on socks in the dark can’t see if the colors match.  
They can’t see if the socks are inside out.  They always end up looking later, when it’s too late, 
and then they see how everything’s wrong.”

Gazing steadily down at his desk, he added emphatically: 
“That’s just stupid.”

	
 Ah.  
	
 If only Enyeto had been the one asked to take charge of our district’s Department of 
Human Resources.
	
 Putting on socks in the dark – in other words, exacerbating the chaotic effects of an 
already whirling reform by shuffling teachers haphazardly around the district with little regard 
for skills, experience, legal subject designations or personal interests, and thereby manufacturing 
distressingly unnecessary mistakes.  This, as it turned out?  Was increasingly our disorganized 
Department of Human Resources’ best, and too often only, effort.

The continued and ever mounting employee disruption which now existed inside our 
Nationally Recognized As Reform Serious District had, in just a few years, become the rule 
rather than the exception.  As year after year committed to a no-excuses test-score accountability 
progressed, those left to deal with the escalating reform-mandated movement of teachers quickly 
discovered that there was going to be less and less possibility of securing positions for long-
term-loyal, reform-shuffled teachers inside “good” (high scoringly stable and largely dominant 
culture) schools.  

Due, in fact, to the socio-economic stability connected to the majority of those students 
who attended our district’s high-score-identified good schools?  Allowing only minimal legal 
opportunity for the remunerative instigation of a low-income-dependent, fund-harvesting reform, 
buildings like these were generally left alone to defensively guard not only their higher test 
scores, but their much higher incidence of a long-term experienced teacher stability.

Therefore, a nonstop, reform-stipulated teacher movement between schools soon came to 
mean the repeated interchange, over and over, into and out of the very same low-scoring, high-
poverty and continually invaded schools.  Schools where an always interchanging parade of 
reform administrators might now belligerently make everyone aware of the very low status 
offered, in truly modern days, to traditional, old-school, student-protective employees.  

Despite individually successful long-term backgrounds.
Regardless of proven instructional abilities.
Indifferent even to loyalty and experience – warranting nothing less than an immediately 

punitive judgement?
Reform-shuffled teachers were promptly deemed to be both unworthy and unwanted.  
Tactically responding to the rising criticism against this mushrooming invasion into, and 

disruption of, so many teachers’ lives, a strategic legal language was quickly fashioned by 



theoretically concerned (if devastatingly arms-length) political innovators.  Maintaining that the 
use of a neighborhood disruptive employee shuffling was necessary for helping teachers and 
administrators “find a match” – well, now, according to a convolutedly worded legalese, if, after 
a set amount of time, say a month, a semester, a year or an ephemerally decided cycle of hiring – 
well, if, after this broadly interpreted period of time, no mutually acceptable teacher/
administrator “match” had been made?  

Then surely all of those previously honored long-term employee contracts could now be 
neatly and officially terminated.

The cyclically realigning “fixer” principals of modern days understood.  In years 
increasingly dependent upon the nonstop instigation of short-term, money-garnering invasions – 
loyal only to the district call for an endlessly initiated change, modern-day administrators quickly 
understood that they were to hold no truck with reform-shuffled, long-term system-stabilizing 
teachers.  

Bad even before they spoke up. 
Bad even before they thought to demand either respect or support:
In the fast pace of an über-modern liability?

	
 School-score-identified, reform-shuffled teachers were never ever“a match.”
Nationally denigrated and irredeemably unwanted, long-term experienced, old-school 

teachers woke up, one day, to find that in our modern era ever more financially reliant upon the 
lucrative disruptions of a no-excuses “accountability,” not only were they bad, but had now 
become the legally and indisputably mismatched. 

Socks which had, so very unacceptably:
	
 Been put on in the dark.  


